
Fig. 1: 3D Geometry model of Konvoi Plant for GASFLOW  with
source and recombiner positions

Loss of coolant accidents (LOCA’s) are within the design envelope and fully controled by the engineered safety
systems of light water reactors. Only under hypothetical beyond design conditions when all emergency cooling
measures would fail a chemical reaction of overheated steam and zircaloy could produce significant amounts of
hydrogen which would then be released into the containment through the break.  Flammable mixtures could
develop in the air atmosphere of PWR containments with a load potential from combustion that could threaten
the integrity of the containment. As a measure for a further risk reduction catalytic hydrogen recombiners for an
early removal of hydrogen to prevent the buildup of detonable mixtures under such hypothetical conditions have
been recently installed in the containments of operating German PWR’s. We have made a threedimensional
analysis of such recombiner positionning concept in a Konvoi containment for a large break LOCA (LBL) sce-
nario [1]. It demonstrated the efficiency of the mitigation concept under these conditions but also showed the
need to use a three dimensional tool for the calculation of steam/hydrogen stratification and mixing and for the
proper resolution of local effects during the transition to homogenized conditions, which were also predicted in
the 3D calculations. We used the 3D CFD code GASFLOW 2.1 [2], that is a joint development of Forschung-
szentrum Karlsruhe and Los Alamos National Laboratory for the simulation of steam/hydrogen distribution and
combustion under severe accident conditions in nuclear reactor containments. Our LBL simulation with
GASFLOW was performed with support from the German utility group VGB that has already made use of these
results to back up the licensing of the implementation of recombiners into their running plants. Again with
support from the VGB we have recently analyzed this mitigation concept in the same containment also for the
longer scenario of a small break LOCA (SBL) with slower injection rates of steam and hydrogen. This contri-
bution summarizes the results from this new analysis and shows up the relevant differences to the LBL
simulation. The SBL simulation covered four times longer problem times, i.e. the longest problem time that
has ever been analyzed with GASFLOW in such a complex 3D containment model. We will first give some
background about the containment model and the applied source terms for these calculations. In the main part we
will discuss the calculated 3D concentration and temperature fields and look at local zones with burnable
mixtures and their transient development. We will also compare the evaluation of the steam-, hydrogen-, and
temperature distribution with a new criterion for flame acceleration [3] that has been derived from experimental
data  and recently
implemented  into
GASFLOW. It deter-
mines the sensitivity of
the gas mixtures for an
energetic combustion
in over 100 control
rooms that have been
marked in the 3D mesh
of the containment
model. At the end we
will compare the
integral recombination
effect for these two
scenarios with the con-
tributions from the re-
combination in the in-
ner and outer contain-
ment rooms which are
quite different in the
LBL and SBL scenario.
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Fig. 2: Steam/Hydrogen sources and calculated pressures for LBL and SBL

1 . Containment Model and Source Terms

The Konvoi Containment is a spherical containment with an outer concrete shell an annular gap of air and a
spherical steel shell around a free gas volume of 70,000 m3. It was simulated in GASFLOW with a 3D cartesian
geometry model using 184,000 computational cells with (63 x, 63 y, and 44 z meshes) and an average volume
of 1 m3 per  cell. GASFLOW simulates the spherical conrete shell as stair stepped structures and the steel shell
as stair stepped walls. The structures inside the steel shell are set up according to the plant layout by defining
obstacles that occupy full cell volumes and by putting walls on cell boundaries that block the flow perpendicular
to the cell surface. Heat transfer by convection and condensation/evaporation occurs on these structures and 1D
heat conduction is simulated into these structures for  45.000 different structure elements. Figure 1 shows a 3D
view of the developed cartesian GASFLOW model. The stair stepped structures defined for the concrete shell and
the spherical steel shell with an inner radius of 28 m have been simplified in this view which shows the crane,
the dome, the operating deck and the missile protection cylinder that separates the component rooms with the
pumps and steam generators inside from the operating room that is freely accessible during the plant operation.
Gas flows through the interconnected free cells not occupied by obstacles and through openings that become
transiently available when the pressure difference across certain walls defined as rupture disks exceeds a thresh-
hold value between 55 and 100 mbars. Most of these rupture disks open connections between the component and
the operating rooms  and are located as burst foils on the roofs of the two steam generator towers, some also at
lower locations in the missile protection cylinder. The steam/hydrogen source from the break is located in a
component room under the left steam generator tower. The simulation includes the mitigation by a total of 62
recombiners of the Siemens type. About 70% of them have been placed inside the component rooms, some are
also attached to the sides of the crane bars and on  the crane support ring. The locations of all recombiner boxes
are shown in the 3D mesh on the right. The recombiners operate in a 3D concentration field and reflect all effects
from local hydrogen stratification. The GASFLOW modeling of the Siemens recombiner boxes has been
validated with the succesful analysis of the Battelle recombiner tests GX4, GX6, and GX7 [4].

The large break LOCA (LBL) simulates a rupture of the surge line from the hot leg of the primary loop to the
pressurizer at a low release location. The small break LOCA  (SBL) simulates a relatively slow two phase blow-
down from a 50cm2 break in the hot leg. Superimposed is a depressurization of the steam generators on the
secondary side that further reduces the rate of steam steam release into the containment.  In both scenarios the
source is assumed at the same low location. The two-phase steam and hydrogen sources (fig.2) were taken from
analyses with MELCOR 1.8.3 performed by GRS for these two scenarios [5]. They cover the in-vessel phase
through failure of the core support with total problem times of 7000 s and 30.000 s, respectively. The two
phase blowdown during the LBL reaches steam release rates of over 500 kg/s in the first 100 s compared to
80 kg/s in the SBL. The blowdown is followed by a release of superheated steam. The total steam mass injected
in the SBL is 142 to and comparable with the LBL where an additional 50 tons of steam are generated from the
flashing of the two phase water.

Hydrogen injection
starts at 1400 s in
the LBL. Alto-
gether 530 kg of
hydrogen are re-
leased of which
120 kg are ejected
during a strong
release peak with
2.8 kg/s at 5932 s
due to an enhanced
steam/zirconium
interaction after the
failure of the core
support. Volatile
fission products are
ejected with the
hydrogen and ac-
cumulate a decay
power of 8 MW.
In the SBL hydrogen injection starts at 16000 s after a long phase of preconditionning from the steam release.
Altogether 670 kg of hydrogen are released in several release pulses with peak rates around 0.6 kg/s.  The last
peak results also from failure of the core support.  In total more hydrogen gets injected in the SBL but with
slower rates than in the LBL. Volatile fission products that are ejected during the hydrogen release accumulate a
lower power around 3 MW in the SBL.
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Fig. 3: Calculated failure patterns of rupture disks on top of steam generator
towers (View A-A)

2 . Results

The containment pressure calculated with GASFLOW (fig. 2) increases rapidly and peaks at 3.7 b during the
blowdown phase of the LBL. Its decay after the blowdown peak is controled by the steam condensation and the
further release of steam and hydrogen. It follows the source and leads to intermediate peaks around 4000 and
6000 s and a final value of 2.7 b at a steam volume fraction of 50% in the LBL. The pressure rises more slowly
in the SBL and peaks around 2.3 b in the blowdown phase with an intermediate decay and a second peak of 2.2 b
at 24000s from the superimposed release of steam and hydrogen. The final pressure in the SBL is around 2 b
with a steam volume fraction of 37 %.  The SBL thus leads to smaller steam volume fractions than the LBL
even though the total amount of released steam is quite similar in both scenarios. Convective and radiative heat
transfer to the concrete shell across the annulus that was simulated in the SBL with a simple view factor model
contributes to these reduced pressures while in the LBL simulation this radiation effect was neglected.

Accoustic pressure
waves originate from
the blowdown in the
LBL. Within a tenth
of a second they cause
an asymmetric earlier
failure and a larger
failure fraction of the
rupture disks nearer to
the source in particular
in the roof of the
steam generator tower
above the source
where the total opened
area reaches 53 m2

(fig. 3). In the SBL
the pressure in the
component rooms
rises slowly and ho-
mogeneously to the failure threshold of the rupture disks.  GASFLOW then calculates a symmetric failure of
only a few rupture disks in the roofs of the steam generator towers above and away from the source with a total
open area of 3.8 m2 on each side. These small rupture disk openings are sufficient for the pressure equilibration
in the containment during the SBL. The rupture disks in the missile protection cylinder which opened in the
LBL remain closed in the SBL.  A convection builds up due to a chimney effect from the warmer structures in
the tower above the source and the colder structures on the opposite side. It sucks in air from the operating room
through the steam generator tower away from the source and prevents the steam inertization of the component
rooms in the preconditionning phase of the SBL when air gets expelled due to the steam release.

Figure 4 displays some 3D GASFLOW results for the LBL at 5932 s and for the SBL at 20458 s in a cut from
the CAD program Kismet [6] through the containment model with the dome, the steel shell, the source and the
two steam generator towers. The snap shots are taken during the final release peak after core support failure in
the LBL and at the first peak of hydrogen release in the SBL. The circulation path from the chimney effect in the
SBL is marked on the right. Displayed are the limiting surfaces in space where the evaluated 3D concentration
fields for steam, and hydrogen exceed the flammability limit of the Shapiro diagram [7]. They define transient
flammable clouds both from the rich and the lean side of the combustion. Higher steam volume fractions exist
near the source from the co-ejection of steam and hydrogen and it is only above the middle part of the steam
generator tower where the mixtures become flammable. In the LBL the buoyant source gas rises through the
widely open roof of the steam generator tower and a burnable jet penetrates deeply into the dome region. This jet
occurs only for a short time and is diluted rapidly from a steam flushing following the hydrogen release and from
vortex formations by flow diversions and Taylor instabilities in the dome region [1].  The time interval with
flammable conditions overall doesn’t exceed more than 3 minutes in the LBL. In the SBL the released hydrogen
accumulates for a longer time under the roof of the steam generator tower on the source side and forms a
combustible cloud there with about 9% of hydrogen. The outflow area from the steam generator tower to the
operating room is quite small in the SBL due to the low number of failing rupture disks. Only a thin jet with
5% hydrogen that penetrates into the operating room is visible in the snap shot for the SBL. Also displayed and
only visible in (yellow) are the gas clouds inside the containment with temperatures above 600 K. In the LBL
they extend deeply into the steam generator tower above the source due to the high ejection rates of hot gases
from the source while in the SBL they are mostly located around the source location. Some hot steam clouds are
also visible during the LBL as exhaust plumes at the recombiner exits.



We have calculated average and maximum values of the hydrogen and steam volume fractions and gas
temperature at each point in time from the 3D distributions for a total of  106 control volumes which have been
marked in the 3D mesh of GASFLOW. The flammability limit from the Shapiro diagram [7], the sensitivity for
flame acceleration and detonation of the burnable gas mixture in each room was then evaluated with the sigma
and lambda criterion [3], that have been derived from experimental data and implemented into GASFLOW. The
evaluations were only performed for room averaged hydrogen volume fractions above 4%. Figure 5 displays
results for the marked control volumes  in fig.4 of the upper steam generator tower above the source (room #21)
and for the dome (room #45) again with the LBL results on the left and the SBL results on the right. The
average and maximum hydrogen volume fractions are given in thick (black) and thin (red) solid lines,
respectively, the hydrogen flammability limit for the room averaged steam volume fraction is plotted as
narrowly dashed curve (red). Hydrogen concentrations that exceed the flammability limit indicate a burnable
region or an overall burnable atmosphere in the control volume. The thick more widely dashed curve (green)
gives the ratio σ of the density of the unburned to an assumed adiabatically burned gas at constant pressure
normalized to an experimentally derived temperature dependent critical expansion ratio σ crit for flame
acceleration. A value σ/ σcrit above 1 means that the criterion for flame acceleration is fulfilled and that we have
sensitive burnable mixtures in this room. The detonation parameter D/7λ that was evaluated for the combustible
cloud in each room is far below one and has been left out in the figures.  

The maximum hydrogen concentrations in the LBL occur within the source jet (fig. 4) that forms during each
period of hydrogen injection. They temporarily exceed the flammability limit and reach maximum values of 10%
in the first and 15% in the second release period. The labeled maximum values in fig. 5 reflect the locally
flammable jet that extends from the steam generator tower through the dome region. They are up to 6% above
the room averaged hydrogen concentrations. With a value of 10% the room averaged hydrogen concentration
exceeds the flammability limit only in the steam generator tower during the rapid release after failure of the core
support.  It is at this time and only in this room when the critical sigma value for flame acceleration is exceeded
for a short period of less than 50 s with a maximum ratio σ / σcrit of 1.1. This locally sensitive mixture does
occur only in a well shielded region of the steam generator tower.  

In the SBL hydrogen accumulates and stratifies under the roof of the steam generator tower above the source and
the penetration into the dome is rather slow. Flammable conditions in the dome occur only locally after the last
injection pulse with peak maximum volume fractions of 7%. The maximum and average hydrogen
concentrations in room #21 exceed the flammability limit for a cumulated time of 2000 s with peak maximum
and peak average values of 12 and 8%, while in the LBL the time intervals with combustible mixtures all
remain below 100 s. The simulated accumulation of combustible hydrogen mixtures in the steam generator
tower over such a long time period is rather perssimistic for the SBL. But as the analysis shows it doesn’t lead
to sensitive mixtures, the ratio σ/ σcrit never exceeds a value of 0.8 and the flammable mixture never gets close
to having a potential for flame acceleration and detonation. In reality recombiners in a combustible cloud with 8

Tower Tower

Fig. 4: GASFLOW Results with flammable regions in LBL and SBL
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Fig. 6: Hydrogen inventory and recombintation in LBL and SBL

to 10% hydrogen are likely to become  igniters in a rather dry  atmosphere with <40% steam. Scoping
combustion calculations for the SBL with GASFLOW in the first hydrogen peak predict  a pressure that is
sufficient to open many rupture disks in the roofs of the steam generator towers and prevent any further hydrogen
accumulations.

In both analyzed scenarios the recombiners are seeing higher local hydrogen loadings only during ongoing hy-
drogen injection periods. Vortex formations from Taylor instabilites and secondary downward flows along steam
condensing structures rapidly mix the hydrogen after each injection period. The hydrogen removal by recombina-
tion then becomes rather homogeneous throughout the containment. Hydrogen is largely removed (55%) in the
component rooms where most recombiners are located. During the SBL the recombination in the relatively
occluded component rooms reaches an even higher fraction of 75%. Figure 6 compares the hydrogen sources, the
calculated hydrogen inventory and the integral recombination rates for the LBL and the SBL. Overall 218 kg or
41% of the released 530 kg of hydrogen are removed at the end of the LBL analysis at 7000 s. In the SBL
470 kg or 70% of the re-
leased 670 kg of hydro-
gen are removed at
30,000 s. The recombi-
nation rates from all 62
recombiners reach 70 g/s.
They cannot cope with
the injection rates during
the injection pulses, but
they continue to remove
hydrogen and prevent the
formation of combustible
mixtures with the
ongoing deinertization of
the containment atmos-
phere from further steam
condensation.  The
hydrogen inventory
increases during the
different injection periods
and peaks around 360 kg
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in both scenarios. Larger concentration gradients occur in the LBL during the phases with high injection rates of
hydrogen. The final hydrogen inventory in the LBL after 7000 s is 300kg, in the SBL 200 kg  are left at 30,000
s. Mixing and recombination reduces the hydrogen concentrations to below flammable conditions both in  the
LBL and SBL analysis.

3 . Conclusions

The 3D GASFLOW analysis of a hypothetical large break and small break LOCA scenario in a Konvoi
containment has shown that mechanistically calculated steam/hydrogen releases with mitigation under quite
different hypothetical accident conditions which are beyond the design envelope do not lead to configurations that
can develop strong structural loadings  in case of an ignition.  The analyzed positionning concept for the
recombiners  limits the global and  local combustion potential and demonstrates that large critical regions with a
potential for hydrogen detonation will not develop. The detonation potential was evaluated within defined rooms.
Locally sensitive regions do exist for a short time but their detonation potential could not be evaluated within
the coarse  room definition.  The calculations showed also that  the smaller rates of steam release and the higher
total hydrogen release in the SBL did not lead to an early loss of steam inertization by the ongoing condensation.
This could not be ruled out a priori and was a major motivation for complementing the LBL with the SBL
simulation. The SBL does indeed  show larger times with flammable conditions in the component rooms but the
mixtures never become sensitive due to the rather small release rates of hydrogen. The convection between the
component and the operating rooms is limited in the SBL due to the failure of only a small fraction of the
rupture disks. A sufficient chimney effect remains from the differently heated steam generator towers above and
away from the source. It convects air and does not allow an inertization of the component rooms during the
steam hydrogen release. In the LBL some sensitive mixture with the potential for flame acceleration did develop
for a few seconds in the upper part of the steam generator tower as consequence of a strong hydrogen injection
pulse after failure of the core support. The steam release and the strong flushing effect of an ongoing steam
release after the hydrogen release limit the sensitive  region that develops locally for a short time in the upper
steam generator tower out of a steam inerted region around the source as air is entrained into the rising source
jet.  The calculations show therefore that the mitigation of the hydrogen potential with the applied positionning
of catalytic recombiners is an efficient measure for a further reduction of the hydrogen risk that works well both
under small break and large break LOCA conditions.
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